
Vapeshow Prague 2016 – first exhibition of e-cigs in Czechia

August 12-13 Prague will host the first international exhibition of e-cigs, e-liquids and vape accessories - Vape-
show Prague 2016.

It is a grand event for the whole vape community of the country, the event that should not be missed! Vapeshow 
will bring together under the same roof representatives of vape business, professional vapers and all those inter-
ested in healthy vapor. Exhibition will welcome warmly everyone, should it be those who just heard about vaping 
or those who are part of the subculture for a long time already. 

Vapeshow Prague means support, development and expansion of fast growing 
vape business sector all over the Europe. 

At the event you will be able to try and buy advanced vape products and bestsellers from leading global manufac-
turers. The site will be divided into special zones, where vape market participants, as well as vapers of all stripes 
will find comfortable place.

You will find a huge number of activities, which will fully entice you in the atmosphere of healthy and tasty vaping. 
Exciting cloud contest and various master classes will not leave anyone indifferent!
For those, who decided to create their own vape business or have already started to build their vape empire, Va-
peshow Prague organizers are preparing a conference, where the most pressing issues dedicated to vaping will be 
discussed:
- starting successful vape business from scratch;
- marketing and digital tools for vape business;
- analysis and prospects of global and regional markets;
- legislative regulation;
- new opportunities for realization of electronic cigarettes in Europe;
- features of the Czech market;
- standardization and quality assessment.

You will enjoy free communication with experts and bloggers, zone of free vaping and amazing rocking sets from 
our DJs - everything you need for useful and interesting pastime!
It is not the first exhibition and conference on vaping organized by Smile-Expo. Similar events were successfully 
held in Kiev and Moscow. The latest event has gathered under the same roof as many as 4 000 attendees and 
about 80 companies, which are associated with the industry of electronic vaping.
That is why to miss out Vapeshow Prague 2016 is strictly prohibited!
You will not find this amount of vapor, various activities and atmosphere anywhere else!

We are waiting for you on August 12-13, 2016 at Vapeshow Prague!
Hurry up and buy tickets on https://www.vapeshow.cz/cs. 


